[Study of dose-rate effects of neutron radiation in a wild-type and a repair-deficient yeasts saccharomyces].
We report here a comparative analysis of RBE for lethality of a single pulse (duration 65 micros) of fast neutron with ultra high dose rates (up to 6 x 10(6) Gy/s) and continuous neutron radiation (3.6 x 10(3) s) of the pulse reactor BARS-6. Three diploid strains, one haploid strain and three diploid repair-deficient strains (rad52-1/rad52-1; rad54/rad54; rad2/rad2) were used. The RBE values (D(0gamma)/1D(0n)) of a single pulse and continuous neutron irradiation were equal (1.7-1.8) with maximum RBE (4.1-3.1) in region of low doses (shoulder region). Haploid cells were found to be more (3 times) sensitive to both gamma-rays and neutrons than the wild type. There was no obvious decrease in the RBE of 1.9 in highly sensitive haploid cells as compared with highly resistant diploid cells. The repair-deficient strains (rad52-1/rad52-1; rad54/rad54) were more (up to 10 fold) sensitive to both neutrons and gamma-rays as compared with their parent line. The RBE values of 1.5-1.7 of neutrons for these mutants (independent by of the mode of irradiation) were found. The repair-deficient mutant rad2/rad2 had similar sensitivity as a wild type and a RBE value was 2.0. We have concluded that biological effectiveness of the neutrons of pulse reactor BARS-6 was independent of the dose-rate, differing up to 10(8) fold. The RBE didn't vary significantly with the capacity of cells to repair DNA damages.